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big sci

overwhelmed by questions? bedeviled by doubts? don’t know where to turn 
in the search for truth? how can you know? whom do you call? well, here’s 
whom ! call the

created and drawn for 
the big history project 

by larry gonick

 
in their 

first interstellar 
adventure, the 

orchards of cygnus 
epsilon! 



eek!whoa! an extra terrestrial is 
so improbable, it’s hardly 
worth thinking about!

who—ulp!—or what 
are you? and where 
do you come from?

I am big sci, guardian of truth, 
voice of objectivity, earth’s 
greatest scientific authority!

i’m, um, 
brianna.

i’m jesse. what are 
all those stickers 
and patches?

no, really! there’s 
something a little 
strange up there...

ha! what do 
you think it 
is, a ufo?

well, why 
not? it 

could be, 
couldn’t it? 

a visitor 
from outer 

space? 
really?

not very 
likely!!

WHAT’S THAT in 
the sky, BRianna?

um... 
nothing?
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oh, these? my creden tials. this 
one’s from nasa... that’s a blue 
ribbon from mit... here’s a stamp 
from the synthetic sweetener 
people... oh, yeah, i’m a real 
expert!

so you can believe me when I say forget 
about it... nobody’s traveling between star 
systems, despite what you see in movies and 
comic strips. the distances are just too huge...

science scares 
some people 
off, I guess...

awesome!

by the way, where 
did everybody go?

I’m evy, the evidence keeper... in 
this briefcase, I have all the pic
tures and measure ments ever made 
of the cosmos, and a lot of other 
stuff besides...

here’s some evidence 
about the distance from 
earth to the stars!

I use telescopes, spectro
scopes, cameras, antennas, 
mri machines, pencils, pens, 
whatever does the job!

it looks like 
nothing but a 

bunch of pictures 
and scribbles!

so, no space aliens... 
somehow, my gut just 
can’t accept what you 
say! hear that?

prove 
it!

oo! gut instinct! 
that can be tricky...

don’t take my word for it, then! 
look at the evidence your selves! 
evy, help me out here!

don’t rush me! I 
have an armload!
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I don’t see 
anything here 
about distance!

well, you need to inter pret it, 
don’t you? that’s where my part
ner andor comes in... oh, aaand
orrrr!! where are yoouuuu?

if! 
if!

oh, mannn...
another one?!

I must be here, 
because I’m not 
anywhere else!

this is andor, master of 
logic, reasoner, separator 
of truth from falsehood, 
drawer of conclusions!

using logic and math, we can translate parallax data, 
cepheid variable brightness, and redshifted 
light spectra to find the distance of just about 
everything up there! um... what’s 2+2?

four. 
well, how 
far is it? 

no fact stands on its own! 
we have to find its mean
ing, to combine it with 
what we already know! 
that’s where I come in...

evy has tons of pictures 
and measurements, but 
you have to think and 
calculate to make 
sense of them!

so you see—when you hear a claim—about aliens or 
anything else—isn’t it helpful to refer that claim 
to us, the claim testers: authority, evidence, 
and logic ?

the closest known star with 
planets is 10.5 light years 
away... even going a million 
miles an hour, the trip 
would take about fifteen 
centuries... 

the astro nauts would 
starve... run out of 
fuel...

that’s awful! 
where would 

you pee?

there are no 
gas stations in 
outer space!

yes... but aren’t 
you forgetting 
something?
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forgetting?

huh?

like what? like my own lingering 
doubt... my sense that 
this one time you 
might all be wrong...

oh, yes, of 
course! 
intuition, 
the inner 
voice!

here’s 
vera 
now!

of course, vera isn’t completely 
“inner”... she relies on a lifetime 
of experience to form her views!

yes!

um, 
guys...? 

y’know, vera came up with some 
of my best ideas! remind me to 
tell you about it sometime!

o.k... you’re right! after everything 
you’ve shown me, i’m convinced there 
was no alien spacecraft. it must have 
been a weather balloon or something...

but what a ven tri
lo quist! her voice 

really feels like it 
comes from inside!

as long as “some
time,” means “not 
now,” that’s cool...

as I said!

no other 
conclusion 
possible!

evidencebased!

what  
about this 
evidence?

to be continued...
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